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Dear Certification Bodies,

In order to simplify the FSC trademark use among CBs and provide a 
ready-made panel is now available for CBs. This promotional 
that will substitute the accreditation codes.

The standard FSC-STD-50-002 is the document that rules the use of this artwork and its l
cense code and it becomes effective 
trademark artwork or codes may do so
the new trademark rules.

The FSC trademark license code is a unique number that identifies a CB as accredited, t
code takes the form FSC® A######
ed CB to FSC International for a code with the form of

FSC IC will send to the CB Trademark Contact their promotional panel with their individual 
code in different formats during the next week. Find
CBs:

Please note that it is not mandatory to use the promotional panel however the license code 
shall be used, please refer to chapter 8 of FSC
bodies and their affiliate offices.

Should you have any questions please contact 

Best regards,

Janeth Pineda
Trademark Officer

Forest Stewardship Council
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Dear Certification Bodies,

In order to simplify the FSC trademark use among CBs and provide a promotional tool, a ready-made panel is now available for CBs. This promotional panel includes a license code that will substitute the accreditation codes.

The standard FSC-STD-50-002 is the document that rules the use of this artwork and its license code and it becomes effective immediately, any CB who wishes to start using the new trademark artwork or codes may do so. CBs have until 30 June 2013 to be in compliance with the new trademark rules.

The FSC trademark license code is a unique number that identifies a CB as accredited, the code takes the form FSC® A###### for CBs. Affiliate offices shall apply through their accredited CB to FSC International for a code with the form of FSC® N######.

FSC IC will send to the CB Trademark Contact their promotional panel with their individual code in different formats during the next week. Find below a promotional panel example for CBs:

















Please note that it is not mandatory to use the promotional panel however the license code shall be used, please refer to chapter 8 of FSC-STD-50-002 for specific uses by certification bodies and their affiliate offices.

Should you have any questions please contact trademark@fsc.org

Best regards,

Janeth Pineda

Trademark Officer
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